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This memo offers background and a recommendation for Resolution 2015-36. Information has been late
arriving so here is my update.
Recommendation:
Adopt the resolution directing insurance coverages for property, general liability, crime, inland marine,
auto/vehicle, public official liability and law enforcement liability to change from the current insurance
provider EMS to the League of Wisconsin Municipalities Mutual Insurance (LWMMI).
A change generates modest 2016 cost savings estimated at $1,000 and, if our insurance losses remain
low, will be steady going forward. While dividends are never guaranteed, WLMMI offers a known
dividend formula based on benefiting low loss municipalities. Waterloo has been a low loss municipality.
The WLMMI is a Mutual Insurance Company. Its Board is made up of representatives from Wisconsin
municipalities. EMS announces dividend information based upon internal corporate decisions. It is a
publically traded company and is obligated to benefit it shareholders first.
The Proposals Side-by-Side:
See my updated Insurance Premium Comparison dated 12/16/2015
Q: Why does the WLMMI quote coverage type “Umbrella” show no premium amount?
WLMMI offers no “Aggregate Limits.” Which EMC calls an “Umbrella” the “Per Occurrence” policy limit
applies to all liability claims WLMMI. EMS offers an umbrella which overlays most of the major policies in
our liability insurance program, increasing the limits of liability in each of the liability policies. Attached is
a hand-out which illustrates the differences. Umbrella coverage costs more, and generally is worth more.
But the WLMMI levels are satisfactory given the probability of a major liability loss.
WLMMI policy as written is its standard quote. Over time, WLMMI which is owned by Wisconsin
municipalities has determined that the no “Aggregate Limits” benefits municipalities.
Final Comment:
Only after being informed of a competitive quote process, did EMS lower its premium number by
$5,678.40. Bottom line: their shareholders come first. WLMMI writes insurance for hundreds of
Wisconsin municipalities including: Beaver Dam, Cambridge, Cottage Grove, Deerfield, DeForest,
Edgerton, Lake Mills, Lodi, Oconomowoc, Oregon, Reeseville, Watertown and Waunakee.
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City of Waterloo
Insurance Premium Comparison for 1/1/2016 Renewal
UPDATED 12/16/2015
(A)
(B)

COVERAGE TYPE
Property
General Liability
Crime
Inland Marine
Auto/Vehicle
Public Official Liability
Law Enforcement Liability

PRIOR YEAR
EMC
$17,062
$9,956
$238
$2,892
$26,126
$2,852
$1,625

2ND SUBMIT
renew existing
2016
EMC
$17,068
$10,298
$241
$2,936
$23,609
$2,911
$1,665

change to
League
2016
COMPARE COMPARE
LWMMI
DIFFERENCE % CHANGE
$13,445
($3,623)
-21.23%
$14,290
$3,992
38.76%
$495
$254
105.39%
$550
($2,386)
-81.27%
$19,899
($3,710)
-15.71%
$7,025
$4,114
141.33%
$3,892
$2,227
133.75%

NOTES

League offers no aggregates limits therefore no
-100.00% umbrella, more flexible per accurance policy limits
-8.56%

Umbrella
SUB-TOTAL

$6,464
$67,215

$6,449
$65,177

$0
$59,596

($6,449)
($5,581)

Workers Compensation

$53,096

$39,735

$39,105

($630)

2016 TOTAL

$120,311.00

$104,912.00

$98,701.00

($6,211.00)

-5.92%

NET AFTER DIVIDEND

$112,877.56

$96,965.00

$95,963.65

($1,001.35)

Potential net 1st year savings across all funds with
-1.03% LWMMI = $1,001.35

Dividend

14%

FUTURE DIVIDEND INFORMATION

Dividend 2017
Dividend 2018
Dividend 2019
Dividend 2020
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20%

EMC
Set by EMC
recent ranges
14%-23%
Set by EMC
Set by EMC
Set by EMC

7%

-1.59% League lower limits & terrorism coverage no charge

-65.00%

LWMMI
Set annually
median range
20%-30%
Set by formula
Set by formula
Set by formula
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Increasing Your Liability Protection
EXCESS VS. UMBRELLA LIMITS

By George L. Head, Ph.D.
Special Advisor, Nonprofit Risk Management Center
Many nonprofit organizations seek to increase the amount of
their liability insurance protection for a variety of reasons, such
as when —
The organization expands, perhaps by internal growth or
merger, so that the former liability insurance limits no longer fit
the organization's new liability exposures.
A newsworthy jury verdict or appellate court decision alerts the
organization's senior management or board to the need for
broader or higher limits of liability insurance.
A major change in the organization's leadership (e.g., board chair or CEO) brings
in top management that is more conservative, less willing to tolerate uncertainties
associated with potentially ruinous liability losses.
When the concerned leaders of these organizations ask for increased liability coverage
from their current liability carriers, those carriers that are willing to cooperate often offer
these organizations either excess liability insurance or umbrella liability insurance above
their existing primary liability insurance.
Traditionally, there have been clear, significant differences between excess liability and
umbrella liability insurance — differences that managers responsible for managing a
nonprofit's insurance have had to understand to be sure that their organizations were
protected by adequate liability insurance. Recently, however, these once sharp
distinctions have become blurred. Insurers have introduced liability policy forms that
combine the distinguishing features of excess liability and umbrella liability policies,
sometimes renaming these new policies in the process. Consequently, it is no longer
safe to judge a liability policy by its title, watching for the key words "excess" and
"umbrella." Now, the responsible nonprofit executive often must read several liability
policies in their entirety to understand their liability protection.
To make reading these policies more manageable, this fact sheet first describes the
traditional distinctions between excess and umbrella liability insurance and then touches
upon the differences in some of the newer hybrid forms.

The Traditional Distinctions
For the past several decades and until quite recently, it has been the case that:
Excess liability insurance (1) overlays a specific liability insurance policy that an
organization already owns by increasing the per person and per accident or per
occurrence limits of liability in that particular policy; (2) incorporates all the
provisions of the specific underlying policy, such as its insuring agreements,
definitions, exclusions, and limitations (or "follows form" with the underlying
policy); but (3) does not have any effect on any other liability insurance policies
that the insured organization may have.
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Umbrella liability insurance, in contrast, (1) overlays most of the major policies in
an organization's liability insurance program, increasing the limits of liability in
each of the liability policies in that organization's program; (2) typically offers
broader coverage, with few exclusions or limitations and more liberal definitions
than the underlying liability policies in the organization's program, and (3) "drops
down" to provide first-dollar liability coverage (above any "self-insured retention"
or other deductible) in many (but not all) areas of potential liability for which the
organization has no other, more specific, liability coverage.
To illustrate these traditional differences between excess insurance and umbrella
insurance arrangements, let us consider first some excess liability insurance and then
substitute umbrella insurance. (Only the largest nonprofit organizations carry both
excess and umbrella liability policies; most nonprofits rely on one or the other.) Start by
supposing that a nonprofit's liability insurance program rests on four underlying primary
policies:
Commercial General Liability (CGL) policy with a $2 million per occurrence limit
Automobile liability insurance with a $1 million per occurrence limit
Professional liability insurance with a $3 million per occurrence limit
A Directors' and Officers' (D&O) liability policy with a $1.5 million per claim limit
Suppose, as one alternative, that this nonprofit's program also includes, as a traditional
excess liability policy, a CGL policy with a $3 million per occurrence limit. Under this
excess-insurance alternative, its liability insurance program consists of:
CGL insurance of $5 ($2 + $3) million per occurrence
Automobile liability insurance of $1 million per occurrence
Professional liability insurance of $3 million per occurrence
Directors' and Officers (D&O) liability insurance of $1.5 million per claim
Now as the second alternative, assume that this organization does not buy excess CGL
coverage with a $3 million per occurrence limit but, instead, purchases a traditional
umbrella liability policy with the same $3 million per occurrence limits. Each of the
original primary insurance limits then increases by $3 million, so that this nonprofit's
liability insurance program, under the umbrella insurance alternative, consists of:
CGL insurance of $5 ($2 + $3) million per occurrence
Automobile liability
insurance of $4 ($1 + $3) million per occurrence
Professional liability
insurance of $6 ($3 + $3) million per occurrence
Directors' and Officers (D&O) liability insurance of $4.5 ($1.5 + $3) million per
claim
The traditional umbrella insurance clearly costs — and typically is worth — more than
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the excess coverage for three reasons. First, the traditional umbrella coverage increases
the automobile, professional liability, and D&O coverage limits, but the excess coverage
does not. Second, the broadly written umbrella coverage provides insurance for many of
the "following-form" exclusions and limitations that the excess coverage imports from
the underlying primary policies. Third, traditional umbrella liability insurance provides
(subject to any self-insured retentions or other deductibles) first-dollar coverage of
exposures the more specific liability policies never address. Umbrella liability policy costs
more than excess liability insurance but, for virtually any organization with the range of
exposures that characterize its particular rating class, the umbrella provides more
protection than the excess insurance policy. At least, that's generally true for the
traditional excess and umbrella liability insurance arrangements.

Some Ongoing Changes
But traditions are changing. Some insurance policies with "excess " in their titles now
increase policy limits for several underlying policies, not just the traditional single policy.
Some policies that are still called "umbrellas" have no "drop down" feature like those
that used to fill in many coverage gaps within and between primary policies.
Furthermore, some newly named "umbrellas" are almost indistinguishable from
traditional excess liability policies.
In short, one can no longer confidently judge many new liability policies by their titles.
One has no choice but to read them, or read at least the insurer's very detailed
descriptions of these often long and complex documents. The traditional distinctions
between excess and umbrella coverages still matter — which primary limits are being
increased, what are the exclusions and other coverage limitations, what is happening
with coverage gaps within and between the primary policies — but these distinctions are
not as clear as they once were, and they may emerge in surprising places and ways.
Change is in progress, and change usually brings progress that ultimately benefits
consumers of all goods and services. In the meantime, nonprofit buyers of increased
limits of liability insurance beware. Stay alert — read carefully!
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